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Dear CtC
Even though we are slowly moving out of lockdown, some of us may (still) be experiencing serious
difficulties related to health or professional life. The CtC network is there for you, don't hesitate to reach
out if you think we can help. The good news is that more boards are recruiting again.

1. Two new board members sought by Ayrshire College - deadline 17th July
2. A word from our new Head of Volunteering Management
3. Tales of a former CtC Trustee and Chair:
o Where is CtC's former Chair doing now?
o One former Trustee blogged about her life after Covid19
4. Ethnic diversity in the boardroom
5. Our Trustee David Robinson's journey to become a NED
6. CtC Board members in the arts and creative sectors pull together
7. Experiment: Call to all member photographers
8. CtC Volunteering - ways you can help, please!
9. Our events calendar: still Zoom, Zoom and ... Zoom again!
10. CtC board successes and 2 new CtC board observers
11. CtC Twitter & LinkedIn corner
12. CtC Graduate Group and CtC Charity Trustees on Covid-19
13. Thank you to members
14. Cyber Security NED briefing and other interesting board related reading
15. EasyFundraising & Amazon Smile - ways to raise money for CtC at no cost to you

As always, please do feedback any comments, suggestions or ideas for the newsletter to
us. Thank you and stay safe!
CtC Member Communication Team
Changing the Chemistry in the boardroom so people and boards embrace diversity of
thought
CtC Values - Courage tenacity Credibility
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Interview with Kehinde:
CtC member Kehinde Omotayo
moved to the UK a few years ago
for work. In light of recent global
events we asked her what her
experience in the UK has been
like and how she sees the future.

A word from our new Head of
Volunteering Management - Paul
Smith
Following discussions with our CEO
Tanya Castell, I’ve recently taken on
the role of Head of Volunteer
Management, supported by Prom
Caughey. I wanted to share with you
what we are putting in place to
ensure that CtC Volunteering
Teams’ activities, events and
achievements are captured and
shared with the Board. We’re also
reaching out to each of the CtC
teams to find out if there are any
issues or concerns where a team
needs support and working with
them as needed.

What is your experience here in
the UK?
I have not experienced a lot of the
racial issues that some Black
people and others born and raised
here said they have experienced
during the recent protests. These
protests made me realise there
are unique long-term issues and
problems that relate to some of
the BAME communities and these
need to be discussed. I feel some
of the recent protests are part of
steps to create awareness and
conversations about these issues.
My hope is that there will continue
to be conversations and practical
actions taken to improve
outcomes for affected people and
communities and for the United
Kingdom society in the long
term.

The team updates will be
incorporated into the Board pack,
and we’ll be contacting team leads
approximately one month before
each quarterly Board Meeting to
request the update and answer any
questions. We’ll also be liaising with
teams on a monthly basis to help
support teams ongoing work.
As well as the teams' updates, we’ll
be working with each team to
produce a Roles and
Responsibilities Document, and also
identify where process documents
have been developed and agreed.
Where process documents are not
in place, we’ll support teams to
generate these, to avoid having to
“re-invent the wheel” as and when
there are changes to team
membership. It's all part of CtC
continuing to evolve as the
membership grows.

What is your experience with CtC?
I got involved with CtC about 3 years
ago after I searched online and found it
was one of the few organisations that
were involved in board development
and empowering women that was not
charging fees for their events and
seminars. I felt welcomed as a person
with a BAME background and
volunteered in the Member Setup
department. CtC has helped me to be
more knowledgeable about United
Kingdom boards and the roles and

A word about me: Following a
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responsibilities involved in being a
member of a board.

career with The Royal Bank of
Scotland Group I joined the Board of
the charity Lead Scotland as
Treasurer in 2017, and recently
moved into the role of Chair. I’m also
currently in the process of setting up
a Business Consultancy offering
with 4 colleagues aimed at the SME
market, and exploring other NonExecutive Director opportunities.
Together with Prom, I am excited
about meeting all our CtC volunteers
and putting the spotlight on the
amazing work they are all doing to
keep us going!

Do you have any suggestions?
My thoughts on how charities and
companies looking for board members
could better reach people from the
BAME community is for them to
consider advertising in groups and
places where people from the BAME
community meet. An example could be
an educational charity advertising
school governor roles in local
churches, mosques or BAME secular
clubs notice boards to attract more
candidates from the BAME
communities.

Congratulations to our new Board
Observers!
by David Robinson
Congratulations to our new Board
Observers, Anna Hondzio and Aileen
McDonald. When we sought applications
for someone from the membership to be
the new CtC Board Observer, we were
only looking to appoint one Observer, but
due to the calibre of applications we
decided to appoint two, Anna and Aileen.
It was a strong group of applicants so
deciding which of the applicants was likely
to get most benefit from the experience
wasn’t easy. It was a shame we weren’t
able to appoint everyone, but we have

Where did CtC's former Chair go? What's
her life like after CtC?

offered to support unsuccessful applicants
in other ways on their Board journeys. As
a reminder, the idea behind the CtC Board

CtC's former chair Amanda Millar was CtC's
first non-executive chair when it became a
charity. We were wondering what she's
been up to since she stepped down from the
board. This article describes it beautifully:

Observer scheme is to demystify what
happens in the Boardroom so that
members who have been Board
Observers can be more confident when

"Challenge of a Lifetime: Amanda Millar has
an unenviable task on becoming President
of the Law Society of Scotland, but she is
determined not to be swept along by events
and to pursue the opportunities she believes
will exist."

they apply for Board positions and when
successful can fast track their induction
onto the Board. We are looking forward to
welcoming Anna and Aileen to their first
Trustees meeting on 7th July.
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We're proud of you, Amanda! Read more
here.

Coronavirus, Depression,
Mortality and Me…
Our former Trustee Tania Watson
blogged about her recent
experience. Mary Duffy, also former
CtC Trustee, described it as follows:
:#covidー19"So powerful and
honest from this brilliant,
compassionate woman on surviving
(just) and thriving after
“I have come face to face with my
own mortality as I have battled with
Coronavirus and its hideous aftereffects... Life can be an oddity,
presenting gifts from unexpected
places.”
Experiment: To all amateur
photographers out there ... Help
us 'beautify' our newsletter

Read Tania's blog here.

You may not realise but some of the
pictures we've been using in the CtC
newsletter come from our Comms
team's own pictures. But their photo
library of potential pictures for the
newsletter is not infinite and free
stock pictures are often overused.
We thought it might be a cool idea to
tap into our community and reach
out to members who are happy to to
share some of their photos to be
used exclusively in the CtC
newsletter.

You may also like Mary Duffy's 'CtC
Founders Spotlight' interview with
Tania in the 'All Members' group,
click on 'Documents', then select
category 'CtC Founders Spotlight'.
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So, if you feel that you may have
nice/useful photos we could use with
your consent to 'dress up' our
monthly newsletters, then please
feel free to send them to the
member.communication mailbox
(see below in this newsletter). We
would attribute who the picture is
from in the newsletters and not use
it for any other purposes. Perhaps
this might even become a mini
project for some of you to get your
creative photography juices going.

Our 6th 'CtC Founders Spotlight'
is published!

Let's see where this experiment
takes us.

We are on a roll here with our CtC
Founders Spotlight series, getting to
know the giants on whose shoulders
we're all standing at CtC. The last
interviewee in the series Jane
Richardson interviewed Miki Fairfax.
"I was attracted right from the start
to the notion of ‘diversity of thought’
being key to board performance,
rather than focusing on gender

Our Trustee David Robinson's
journey to becoming a NED

balance."

It's always fascinating to learn about
someone's journey to becoming a NED,
ladders and bridges, karma and
serendipity, grit and strategy deployed.

Read the entire interview by going to
the 'All Members' group, click on
'Documents', then select category

The online specialist financial services
publication, The Protection Review,
published this 'up close and personal'
insight in CtC's Trustee David Robinson's
board journey:

'CtC Founders Spotlight'.

"What became clear very quickly was that
securing one’s first NED role is difficult;
it’s almost as if you can’t become a NED
unless you are already a NED. Changing
the Chemistry, a charity where I am
currently a trustee, was set up a few years
ago to help board-ready execs secure
their first NED role."
Read the entire article here.
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Ethnic Diversity

In order to promote diversity of
thought in the boardroom, we
have been actively encouraging
people from the black, Asian and
minority ethnic (BAME) community
to consider Board positions. In this
newsletter we would like to give
you a brief overview of what CtC
has been doing and what we are
planning. On top of that we
thought it would good to let you
read some of the things CtC
members from the BAME
community have been telling us.

CtC board members in the arts
and creative sectors pull together
The Covid-19 pandemic has dealt a
big blow to Scotland's arts, screen
and creative industries, industries
that are highly regarded both in
Scotland and across the world.
Scotland’s subsidised arts industries,
led by Creative Scotland, are hugely
influential in supporting creative
industries and tourism, which together
employ nearly 300,000 people. It
provides a fulcrum for Scotland’s
wider creative industries growth,
which contributed £4.6 billion to the
economy in 2015, up 23.6% from
2014.

Last June CtC organised an
interactive and informative
evening to invite members of the
BAME community to make their
voice heard in the boardroom and
to hear what barriers are
potentially preventing them to
reach it. CtC members Dr Poonam
Malik, Silka Patel and Suhail
Ahmad spoke and a number of
other members were there to
answer questions. In addition,
several organisations were
pitching board roles.

Since March, freelance practitioners
are seeing their livelihoods
threatened; events that were
cancelled had already incurred
significant costs and won’t see any
revenues; venues up and down the
country are struggling to survive;
and artistic and creative charities
supporting people with for example,
mental and physical illness have had
to bring their activities online. And of
course traditional fundraising
activities have all but dried up.

Zahra Hedges attended the event.
She says: ‘At the risk of sounding
cheesy, walking into the room that
night felt like belonging. It's the
first time (in a work setting) where
I've been surrounded by people
who are my colour or darker. It's
such a weird thing, but I didn't
know that was missing from my
professional life until I had it. And
of course it inspired me to join CtC
and I've been a passionate
advocate for the organisation ever
since, even when I haven't been
able to be as active as I'd like. I'm
not sure what we can do to get
more people from BAME
communities in the boardroom; I
think it's the same as for other

Several CtC members involved in
Scotland’s arts, screen and creative
industries have been exchanging
experiences and tips. Below you will
find some links that they have found
helpful. If you sit on a board in the
arts sector and would like to join this
ad hoc group, please get in touch
with Madeleine Kemna.
Creative Scotland Professional
resources Covid19 - link
Creative Scotland - Corona virus
advice - link
https://culturecounts.scot
Screen Scotland - covid 19 support link
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minorities groups - we need to
highlight and support people who
are there and eventually get to a
stage where your ethnicity is the
*least* interesting thing about
you’.

BOARD OPPORTUNITY
Ayrshire College is seeking to
recruit 2 new members to its Board
of Management. You may never
have considered a Board position
before however, your experience
may be invaluable!
The Board encourages applications
from individuals representing all
aspects of the communities of
Ayrshire and would particularly
welcome applications from people
with small business experience and
under-represented groups such as
people with disabilities and ethnic
minorities. The key criterion is for
you to have an appropriate level of
commitment, knowledge and
experience to add value to the
deliberations and work of the Board
of Management.
Applications are also particularly
invited from individuals with
experience of key local economy
sectors including STEM, Commerce,
Hospitality, Tourism and the Third
Sector. In addition, applications from
individuals with specific skills in
Health & Social Care, Human
Resource Management/Strategy,
Academia, Accounting, Audit,
Financial Management and
Construction are also welcomed.

CtC had set itself the target
of having 10% of its members
from the BAME community by
March 2020. Some parts of
Scotland are not as diverse as the
rest of the country, but we have
met the target and continue to aim
for more.

Deadline will close on July 17,
2020. Click here to apply (and select
'board').

Below we have included some of
the tweets by our members on this
topic:

In the near future we will be doing
the following:






One of our members recently attended a PWC
cyber security NED briefing covering typical
attacks and what might have prevented them.
How cyber savvy is your board? Cyber security
is no doubt a major risk for most organisations.
Some key vulnerabilities at the root of common
attacks include
1. Supply chain (vulnerable third party systems
can cause a way in for attackers)
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A Graduate Group meeting
with the topic Black Lives
Matter
A Target Group Board story
event; Two people from the
BAME community will
share their story with the
aim to broaden CtC
membership and inspire
others from the BAME
community to aim for the
Board room
Continue to aim to be a
positive influence through
our communication

2. Unpatched operating systems or application
software
3. Social engineering - attackers often target
employees using all the information in the public
domain
4. Security access and control - who has access
to what and should they?
Ransomware attacks have increased significantly
in the last year and can be crippling for the
organisation. Of course the monitoring and
controls need to be proportionate to the risks for
your organisation. In the boardroom, questions
you can ask include:
1. Are our disaster recovery and continuity plans
predicated only on a physical event?

EasyFundRaising - please sign up
here

2. When did the executive committee last
exercise our response to a cyber crisis?

63 members are involved and
£70.88 was raised for CtC since
the start of our new financial year
(1/4/2020) at no cost to members.

3. Are we assessing the resilience of our supply
chain to a cyber attack?
4. Who has access to what? How often is this
reviewed? What controls are there around those
with privileged access?

Amazon Smile: As for Amazon
Smile, to date, we have received
£21 and have 22 people supporting
CtC! Thank you!

5. What is our security monitoring strategy?
6. Is there a third party cyber security review
process where there are key suppliers or the
organisation has outsourced important services?

CtC Twitter corner
We have 20 new followers since last
month. We know these are vanity
metrics but it's still nice to know :).
Photo by Sincerely Media on Unsplash

Looking for new Board
opportunities? We regularly retweet
open positions such as the one
below.

Interesting board related reading
Corporate Governance: There are
lots of BAME candidates: UK
boardrooms fail to embrace
diversity. Click here to read this
article in The Guardian.
How boards can help address
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systemic racism in America, by
the US National Association of
Corporate Directors (NACD). Click
here to read more.
Will new ways of working after the
COVID-19 pandemic improve board
gender diversity? By Claire
Fitzsimons, Senior Lecturer at
Manchester Metropolitan
University. Click here to read more.
A new Chapter Zero toolkit to help
your boards build their climate
change strategies, by Chapter
Zero. Click here to download
And our CEO is always sharing
relevant information, such as this on
ethnic diversity:

Class, cliques and social codes:
doing more on diversity, Speech by
Christopher Woolard, Executive
Director of Strategy and Competition
at the FCA. Click here to read more.
Integrated Corporate Governance:
6 leadership priorities for boards
beyond the crisis, By Richard
Samans, Managing Director of the
World Economic Forum and Jane
Nelson, Director of the Corporate
Responsibility Initiative at Harvard
Kennedy School. Click here to read
more.

Our Vice Chair shared this on ethnic
diversity:

CtC Charity Trustees & Covid-19: CtC
members Maureen, Prom, Elaine and Liz
hosted a CtC charity Trustee meeting
online on 16 June which focused on
experience and approaches being taken
by boards as we emerge from COVID
lockdown, including key information
sources and support material. Further
objectives of the session were to share
where organisations are identifying
innovative solutions to address the future
and to seek advice on COVID related
issues as they impact on boards and
organisations. The meeting was attended
by 10 people and received lots of positive
feedback so another meeting has been
scheduled for 28th July at 6pm. Please
register via Eventbrite - here.

Our Chair applauded our 2 Graduate
Group Leaders Fran Van Dijck and
Silka Patel for the Graduate Group
session on 'Coming out of
lockdown...'.
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CtC LinkedIn Corner
As we said last month, we LOVE
being @-mentioned in articles you
think may be of interest, as well as
the conversations taking place and
thoughts exhanged on LinkedIn.
Here some recent ones:

Thank you to Maureen Stewart and
Promilla Caughey for organising a
CtC charity trustee event (see
separate box) with help from Elaine
Crichton and Liz Taylor. Thank you
also to our Volunteer Management
Team, Paul Smith and Promilla
Caughey (yes!) who've been hard at
work liasing with all the various CtC
teams of volunteer teams who
deliver all our different activities.
Thank you to Trustee David
Robinson and Chair Neil Stevenson
for their great work on the CtC
Board Observer roles.

Board journey events - do you know an
experienced NED willing to share their
board insights?
We are running monthly board journey
events via Zoom and are looking for
experienced Non-Executive Directors from
outside our network to share their
experiences with our members. These are
informal, one-hour events, with the

Since we were talking vanity
metrics, let's indulge ourselves: we
have 13 more followers since last
month.
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speaker sharing insights from their board
journey to date, alongside their thoughts
on how best to start out, what makes a
good board member and challenges they
have experienced. These are done with a
small group of attendees to keep the
sessions relaxed and, as with all CtC
events, the discussions are kept
confidential. If you know an experienced
NED who would be willing to share their
insights with our members, please could
you contact Katy Brown via the CtC
platform or email her? Thank you in
advance, your help is much appreciated.
The recent board journey session with
Kirsty Bashforth was excellent and the
write-up with her tips and advice on
finding board roles can be found in the All
Members Group. Thanks Katy!

HELP PLEASE - VOLUNTEERS
WANTED: As you will have read
earlier on, CtC is introducing a
formal volunteer management
structure to support the volunteers
and help make the charity more
sustainable.
1. For those who are experienced
NEDs, please do volunteer to share
that with others in the network,
options include running online
sessions with aspiring NEDs to
share your tips and advice. To do
so please contact Tanya Castell (by
email). If you have been an NED in
at least two sectors (private, public
and third) and good knowledge of
how CtC works, then why not
become a CtC Catalyst helping to
guide CtC members (working on a
one to one basis) along their board

CtC Successes: New Board Roles

journey. Please contact Helen

Congratulations to:

Wright here.

Craig Ritchie who is now a member
of the Council of the Institute and
Faculty of Actuaries
Vikki Macleod who became Chair
at Liber Eat and is also a new board
member at MDDUS
Janine Wilson who joined the board
of the Royal Caledonian Curling
Club (RCCC)

2. As you may have noticed the
website is in a bit of a state of
flux. This is because we are
upgrading to a new theme behind
the scenes. If you would like to help
with this project reviewing the new
version, please email us here.

CtC now has 231 board
appointments on its list of
successes. If you've been appointed
to a board since joining CtC please
email us with the details.

3. Another area where we need
volunteers, as mentioned in the
previous newsletter, is to help with
managing the CtC community and
not all these vacancies have been
filled. We are looking for members
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to welcome new members to
CtC and nudge them to
complete their membership
profile (so we all know who
they are and what they bring
to the network)



to strengthen the peer

Members' Event Calendar
Zoom, Zoom and ... Zoom!

support network by making
introductions and
encouraging participation to

July is filling up nicely with new events. Log in
and click on the orange dates to see what's
happening. You can register with Eventbrite
straight from the site.

help members along their
board journey.

06/07/2020
6:00 pm - 7:15 Advice for CtC members seeking
board roles (known as Target
pm
Group meeting)

If either of these roles appeal,
please email Wendy Lamin here.

13/07/2020
6:00 pm 7:30 pm

CtC Virtual Social Event - Monday
13th July

22/07/2020
6:15 pm - 7:45 CtC July Graduate Group Meeting
pm
– TOPIC TO FOLLOW (via zoom)

28/07/2020
6:00 pm 7:00 pm

28/07/2020
6:00 pm 7:00 pm

Board Journey - Jonathan Smith
(via Zoom)

Charity Trustees - Boards and
Covid19 response - Part2 - book
here

Please also hold the date of Monday
28th September for the CtC AGM
and All Members Meeting via Zoom
at 6pm - a great chance to meet
others (online) as we'll be using
breakout groups!

Influencing others: Despite lockdown, CtC's work with organisations
who want to make their board more
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diverse continues. More
unconscious bias workshops are
planned for July and a number of
other organisations have also
approached CtC asking for advice or
help with the board recruitment
(from Scotland, England and Wales)
- watch this space for more
information!! If your board is looking
to enhance its diversity why not tell
them about Changing the
Chemistry?! As a charity wanting to
make a difference we keep our fees
low for organisations wanting help.

USEFUL CtC EMAIL ADDRESSES
Here's a handy overview of the email addresses CtC uses, all @changingthechemistry.org :
* board.vacancy@ - details of roles to share
* success@ - details of you new board appointments
* contact@ - general queries
* events@ - member event ideas/intros
* CtC.volunteer@ - offers of help
* member@ - onboarding queries
* member.setup - platform set-up queries
* technical.support - platform problems or access issues
* member.communication - interesting news articles to share for the newsletter (OR post them
yourself in the All CtC Members group)

Copyright © 2020 Changing the Chemistry, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you opted in via our website.
Our mailing address is:
Changing the Chemistry
3a Dublin Meuse
Edinburgh, Midlothian EH3 6NW
United Kingdom
Add us to your address book
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Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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